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ABSTRACT: The continuing research on object tracking in video sequences has attracted many researchers. Detecting 
the objects within the video and monitoring its movement to establish its characteristics has been rising as a stressful be 
taught self-discipline within the area of snapshot processing and computer vision. This paper proposes a literature 
review on the cutting-edge monitoring strategies, categorize them into one-of-a-variety categories, after which 
investigate valuable monitoring methods. Lots of the techniques incorporate object segmentation utilizing heritage 
subtraction. The monitoring tactics use special methodologies like mean-shift, Kalman filter, Particle filter and many 
others. The effectively of the monitoring approaches ranges with recognizing to historic earlier information. On this 
survey, we have bought acknowledged the feature descriptors which perhaps utilized in monitoring to provide an 
explanation for the looks of objects which perhaps being tracked as well as object detection methods. On this survey, 
we've classified the monitoring methods into three corporations, and an offering an exact description of advisor 
methods in every personnel, and become aware of their optimistic and negative elements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Monitoring objects in video sequences of surveillance camera are at the moment an annoying utility. Monitoring 

objects are much more elaborate in video sequences to support cognizance and tracking performances. There are 
countless reward methods of object monitoring however, all has some drawbacks. Some of the present objects for 
object monitoring are contour-headquartered units, subject-based units and have point-cantered models. Mot entails 
two principal components. One is observation model and the other one is dynamic model. Remark model measures 
similarity between object states and observations. To be more specific, an observation model entails modelling of 
appearance, motion, interplay, exclusion and occlusion. Dynamic model investigates states transition throughout 
frames. It can be classified into probabilistic inference and deterministic optimization. All these add-ons will likely be 
gift in this section. 

 
A. CONTOUR-BASED OBJECT TRACKING MODEL  

 Active contour model is used for finding object outline from an image [1]. Inside the contour-headquartered 
monitoring algorithm, the objects are tracked with the aid of for the reason that that their outlines as boundary contours. 
Thereafter these contours are up to the moment dyna mically in successive frames. The discrete variant of this method 
is represented in active contour model. The discrete variation of this technique takes the capabilities of the point 
distribution mannequin to restrict the form. Nonetheless, this algorithm is incredibly touchy to the initialization of 
monitoring, making it intricate to tracking robotically.  
 
 

B. Region-based object tracking model  
The region headquartered object mannequin bases it’s tracking of objects on the color distribution of the tracked object 
[2, 3]. It represents the article established on the color. As a consequence, it is computationally effective. Nevertheless, 
its efficiency is degraded when a quantity of objects move jointly within the photo sequences. It isn't viable to acquire 
correct monitoring when more than one objects move for this reason of occlusion. Additionally, within the absence of 
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any object form figuring out, the item tracking is sincerely dependent on the background model used within the 
extraction of the article outlines. Function point headquartered monitoring algorithm  
 

C. Feature based monitoring algorithm  
In function aspect founded model perform sides is used to explain the objects [4, 5]. There are three normal steps in 
characteristic factor founded monitoring algorithm. The first step is to respect and screen the article with the aid of 
extracting elements. The 2nd step is to cluster them into higher degree features. The ultimate step is to check these 
extracted aspects between photos in successive frames. Characteristic extraction and feature correspondence are the 
essential steps of characteristic based object tracking. The complicated drawback in attribute factor centered monitoring 
is feature correspondence on the grounds that that a operate factor in a single image can have many identical elements 
in an extra graphic, and hence end result in function correspondence ambiguity. 

II. SURVEY 
 
Shota Kanaki et al [2016] reward cooperative moving object monitoring with more than one cell sensor nodes, 

each and every geared up with a multilayer laser scanner. Moving objects in the laser-scanned images are detected via a 
binarized occupancy grid system. The sensor nodes send the knowledge of the detected moving objects to a relevant 
server, which estimates the size, position, and velocity of these objects utilising a Bayesian filter and feeds the 
estimates again to the sensor nodes. Secure one-to-one (or one-to-many) matching of the tracked objects and the 
measurements related to the moving objects is finished with the aid of rule-centered knowledge association. The 
experimental outcome of tracking car and persons by way of two sensor nodes show the effectiveness of the proposed 
method. In this paper, we expanded cooperative monitoring from SLS to MLS. The more than one cell sensor nodes 
prepared with MLS cooperatively estimated the sizes and positions of moving objects. The process used to be validated 
in men and women and auto tracking experiments utilizing two cellular sensor nodes 
 
Wang Xiaojun et al [2015]moving target detection and tracking algorithm research content material is very extensive 
and complex functions, with out and exceptional target features directly affects the detection of selected tracking 
algorithm. So a long way nonetheless does no longer exist a universal algorithm for superb can be suitable for more 
than a few applications, so the detection and tracking of moving ambitions is still a priceless research subject of. The  
research work in this paper is in the subject, the relocating goal detection spatiotemporal correlation and change 
contour tracking algorithm headquartered on a constant heritage. On this paper, relocating target detection and 
monitoring algorithms are studied, first offered the video moving goal detection and tracking of development, value, 
concepts and approaches, and primary background capabilities presented. Including assumptions and outside motion 
constraints and environmental constraints hypothetical goal detection and tracking method used; main goal detection 
algorithm is used , including static graphics and relocating goal detection  
goal detection; common goal tracking science fundamentals, the goal of 4 sort of illustration. 
 
Jong-Min Jeong et al [2014] visual target monitoring is one of the foremost fields in computer imaginative and 
prescient procedure. Object tracking has many sensible applications such as automatic surveillance approach, military 
guidance, traffic administration procedure, fault detection approach, artificial intelligence and robot imaginative and 
prescient system. However, it is difficult to monitor objects with photo sensor. Mainly, a couple of objects tacking is 
tougher than single object tracking. This paper proposes a couple of objects monitoring algorithm situated on the 
Kalman filter. Our algorithm makes use of the Kalman filter as many because the number of moving objects in the 
snapshot fame. If many moving objects exist in the photo, however, we acquire a couple of measurements. In this 
paper, we proposed the Kalman filter established a couple of objects tracking algorithm. Heritage subtraction, 
morphology operation and change of consecutive frames are used for more than one objects detection. Through this 
approach, some know-how such  
as the positions and discipline of objects is acquired. In an environment where many objects exist, nevertheless, it is 
elaborate to distinguish every measurement accurately.  
 
Emadeldeen Noureldaim et al [2013] in this article we suggest combining an integrated system, the PCA-GMM process 
that generates a fairly accelerated segmentation end result as in comparison with traditional GMM with Kalman 
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Filtering (KF). The combined new method the PCA-GMM-KF makes an attempt monitoring multiple relocating 
objects; the scale and position of the objects alongside the sequence of their graphics in dynamic scenes. The obtained 
experimental results efficiently illustrate the tracking of multiple relocating objects headquartered on this potent 
mixture. The experimental results additionally of illustrating the outperformance of segmentation outcome of the PCA-
GMM algorithm over GMM, have also considered the tracking of multiple relocating objects. The proposed PCA-
GMM-KF procedure which utilized the fascinating segmentation outcome because of PCA- GMM can also be seen as a 
variation of KF. The experimental outcome of monitoring objects have shown that that the appliance of PCA-GMM-
KF process to every case and beneath sequence of pix, effectively captured the objects and produces an adequate 
outcome. 
 
Alvarez and Regazzoni[2012] [27] expanded their operate situated procedure of object tracking through using making 
use of sparse shape elements. The possible data organization actions are sampled with the particle filter to moreover, 
the particle filter helps in estimating the worldwide perform and object pace.  
 
Kim et al. 2011[25] proposed an algorithm combining historic prior potential headquartered motion detection, feature 
extraction and block matching. Of their procedure a collection of points often called shape manipulate aspects (SCPs) 
are generated with the aid of making use of detecting edges inside the neighboring four recommendations. They've 
diminished the weak point of block matching algorithm with the support of an adaptive history generation approach.  
 
Bai et al [2010][21] provided a novel object tracking algorithm founded on implying Shift and on-line characteristic 
option. In a four-D state house, the purpose object is outlined. Attribute area is created counting on the color pixel 
values in R, G and B channels. The fine characteristic discipline is chosen in the course of the monitoring which is 
competent to differentiate objects and heritage scenes most. Of their algorithm, state estimation of the tracking objects 
is done with the aid of Kalman filter.  
 
 

Table 1: Summary of other literature reviews 
REFERENCE TOPIC YEAR 
Zhan et al. (2008) Crowd Analysis 2008 

Hu et al. (2004) Object Motion and Behaviors 2004 
Kim et al. (2010) Intelligent Visual Surveillance 2010 

Candamo et al. (2010) Behavior Recognition in Transit Scenes 2010 
Wang (2013) Multi-Camera Video Surveillance 2013 

Forsyth et al. (2006) Human Motion Analysis 2006 
Cannons (1991) Visual Tracking 2008 
Yilmaz et al. (2006) Object Visual Tracking 2006 
Li et al. (2013) Appearance Models in Object Tracking 2013 
Wu et al. (2013a) Visual Tracking Benchmark 2013 

Leal-Taix´e et al. (2015) MOT Benchmark 2015 
 

A. Metrics for tracking 
Metrics for tracking are labeled into 4 subsets with the aid of special attributes as the next. 

Accuracy. This style of metrics measures how safely an algorithm might monitor goal objects. The metric of 
identification switches (IDs) (Yamaguchi et al. 2011) counts how frequently a MOT algorithm switches to unsuitable 
objects. A couple of Object monitoring Accuracy ( MOTA ) metric (Keni and Rainer 2008) combines the false 
confident expense, false negative fee and mismatch fee for MOT. 
Precision. Two metrics, more than one Object tracking Precision (MOTP) (Keni and Rainer 2008) and monitoring 
Distance Error (TDE) (Kratz and Nishino 2010) belong to this subset. They describe how precisely the objects are 
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tracked from the view of overlap and distance. 
Completeness. Metrics for completeness point out how wholly the bottom fact trajectories are tracked. 
Metrics of probably Tracked (MT), Partly Tracked (PT), most commonly misplaced (ML) and Fragmentation (FM) (Li 
et al. 2009) would be grouped into this set. 
Robustness. To assess the ability of a MOT algorithm to recover from occlusion, metrics of recover from short-term 
occlusion (RS) and recuperate from Longterm occlusion (RL) are viewed (tune et al. 2010). 
B. Data Sets 

 To evaluate with more than a few ultra-modern MOT methods, publicly on hand datasets are employed to evaluate 
proposed methods in man or woman publications. We here summarize the fashionable knowledge units within the 
literature, to give a clear view in table 7. 
 
B. Public Algorithms 

We compare the literature and record algorithms with which the related supply codes are publicly on hand to make 
extra comparisons convenient in desk 8. 

 
C. Benchmark Results 

We list public results on the data sets mentioned above to get a direct comparison among different approaches and 
provide convenience for future comparison in Table 9 to Table 26. Please note that this kind of direct comparison 
among different approaches on the same data set may not be fair. We list some issues which may result in unfairness in 
case of direct comparison: 

Table 2: An overview of evaluation metrics for MOT. The up arrow (resp. down arrow) indicates that the 
performance is better if the quantity is greater (resp. smaller) 

Type Concern Metric Description Note 
Detection Accuracy Recall correctly matched detections over ground-truth 

detections ↑ 

Precision correctly matched detections over result detections ↑ 
FAF/FPPI number of false alarms averaged over a sequence ↓ 

MODA take the miss detection, false positive rate into 
account ↑ 

Precision MODP the overlap between true positives and ground 
truth ↑ 

Tracking Accuracy MOTA take the false negative, false positive and 
mismatch rate into account ↑ 

IDS the number of times that a tracked trajectory 
changes its matched ground-truth identity ↓ 

Precision MOTP overlap between the estimated positions and 
the ground truth averaged over the matches ↑ 

TDE difference between the ground-truth 
annotation and the tracking result ↓ 

Completen
ess MT 

percentage of ground-truth trajectories which are 
covered by tracker output for more than 80% in 
length 

↑ 

ML 
percentage of ground-truth trajectories which are 
covered by tracker output for less than 20% in 
length 

↓ 

PT 1.0 - MT - ML - 

FM the number of timesthat a ground-truthtrajectory is 
interrupted in tracking result ↓ 

Robustness RS the ratio of tracks which are correctly recovered 
from short occlusion ↑ 

RL the ratio of tracks which are correctly recovered 
from long occlusion ↑ 
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Unique detection hypotheses. One-of-a-kind tactics undertake more than a few detectors to receive detection 
hypotheses. One procedure based on different detection hypotheses would output extraordinary results, let on my own 
exceptional systems. Some procedures make use of observations from multiple views at the same time some 
approaches adopt understanding from a single view. This makes the evaluation between them problematic. Prior 
expertise, reminiscent of scene constitution and the number of pedestrians are employed by means of some strategies. 
Direct assessment of these methods and others just isn't so convincing. 
In an effort to make direct and reasonable comparison, one needs to repair all of the different accessories while 
fluctuating the concerned component. For illustration, adopting one of a kind knowledge association units whilst 
retaining all different components the equal would directly examine performance of one of a kind information 
organization 

 
Table 3: An overview of publicly available data sets. The tick means ground truth is available while the cross 

means not available 
 

Data set Multiview Ground truth Web link 

CAVIAR 
X X http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/vision/ 

CAVIAR/CAVIARDATA1/ 
Trecvid 2008 X 5 www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/tv2008/ 
TUD 5 X www.d2.mpi-inf.mpg.de/datasets 

Caltech Pedestrian 5 
X www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/ 

CaltechPedestrians/ 
UBC Hockey 5 5 www.cs.ubc.ca/~okumak/research.html 
Lids AVSS 2007 5 X www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/avss2007_d.html 
ETH pedestrian X X www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~aess/dataset/ 
ETHZ Central 5 X www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/datasets/ 

Town Centre 5 
X www.robots.ox.ac.uk/ActiveVision/Research/Project

s/ 
2009bbenfold_headpose/project.html#datasets 

Zara 5 5 
https://graphics.cs.ucy.ac.cy/ 
research/downloads/crowd-data 

UCSD 5 5 http://www.svcl.ucsd.edu/projects/ 
anomaly/dataset.htm 

UCF Crowds 5 5 www.crcv.ucf.edu/data/crowd.php 
 

0

0.5

1

comparision MOTA-MOTP

MOTA MOTP

 
Fig.1 Comparison Graph 

 
Additionally, we behaviour evaluation of the yr-smart results on the CAVIAR and hockey knowledge set. To be 
special, we calculate metric values of approaches in years starting from 2009 to 2015, and record the mean and 
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common deviation price in desk. These outcomes are also represented in table. Often, the efficiency improves across 
years. We suspect that contributors such as better items and progress in object detection could be employed to provide 
an explanation for the performed. 

III. OBJECT TRACKING  
 
The importance of an object tracker is that it finds out the movement trajectory of an object as video frames 

progress together with time by means of making a choice on the object role in every body of the video. The complete 
discipline that is occupied by means of the article within the photo at every time instantaneous can be learned by means 
of the article tracker. The detected objects in frames are being tracked within the subsequent frames. The object 
detection venture and object correspondence college mission between the circumstances of the object for the period of 
frames may also be applied individually or together. Within the first scenario, with the aid of object detection algorithm 
viable object regions in every frame are got, and objects correspondence across frames is implemented through object 
tracker. In the latter scenario, know-how obtained from previous frames helps in finding the the thing neighbourhood 
and right estimation of correspondence is finished jointly by the use of iterative updating of object nearby and its area. 

 
IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

 
  Listed here, we reward a literature survey of object monitoring procedures and likewise supply a brief 
assessment of related issues. We divide the tracking procedures into three classes, contour established, subject 
established and have situated strategy. In our survey now we have noticeable that relocating monitoring is a form of 
motion monitoring. Monitoring object motion is completed by means of object detection after which utilizing tracking 
system. In this paper, we survey the rather a lot of ways of object monitoring, along side characteristic descriptors and 
object segmentation process in video frames and really quite a few monitoring methodologies. We count on that this 
survey on relocating object monitoring in video with rich theoretical small print of the monitoring procedures in 
conjunction with bibliography contents will give precious contribution to study works on object monitoring and 
encourage new study.  
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